HISTORICAL NARRATIVE	I
that is a simple tune played over and over igoin
on a bass viol
As fai as brass instruments are concerned they
were often used on festive occasions hi epacious
halls or in cathedrals The Venetian composer
Andrea Gabneli (c 1510-86) was the first to com
bine voice and instruments and his son Giovanni
Gabneli (1557-1612) earned the process further to
produce sacred symphonies often using anti
phonal effects
Dramo in Music
Not until tlie end of the 16th cent did anyone
begin to think about combining drama and music
and so invent the new art we know today as
opera A group of artistic intelligentsia met to
tether in Florence and conceived the idea of re
vivujg the ancient declamation of Greek tragedy
They took Greek mythological subjects cast them
in dramatic form and set them to music not in
the choral polyphonic style of the Madngal but
with single voices declaiming dialogue in music
The earliest examples of what was called Dramma
per Musica were Peri s Daphne in 1597 (now lost)
and his Hun/dii-e in which he co operated with
Caccim The new style came to its full flowering
with the appearance of Monteverdi (1567-1643)
whose genius would surely have shone in any age
Monteverdi s first opera Orfeo produced in 1607
is a landmark of dramatic expression and it is
nothing less than a catastrophe that so many of
his later operas have been lost His Oifeo pro
vides the basic ground work for the operas of the
next two centuries recitative accompanied re
citative and ana His last opera L Incorona*wme
d% Powaea written when he was at the great age
(for those days) of 75 succeeds in its arm of creat
ing a free fluid form slipping easily from recitative
to arioso and even aria without the strict closed
forms that were to be used in the 17th. and 18th
cent He focusses attention to an almost unbe
lievable extent on character rather than situation
He creates real people with all their faults
and foibles—the kittenish sexually attractive
Poppaea, the power drunk infatuated Nero the
noble feeneca and the dignified rejected
empress Octavii As recent productions have
shown these characters leap from the musical page
as if they had just been created, each -unerringly
delineated in musical terms Only the vocal line
the continue and the very Incomplete instrumen
tal ritornelli parts have been preserved but in sen
sitive knowledgeable hands tonal variety tn the
shape of wind and string parts can be added as we
know certain instruments were available to the
composer
Monteverdi s successors were Cavalli (1602-76)
Cesti (1623-69) and Stradella (1642-82) who gave
the solo voice more and more prominence en
couraged by the advent of the castrati s brilliant
voices These artificially created singers had a
vogue and popularity similar to pop singers of
today feted wherever they appeared The ana
became more extended and ornate and dramatic
verisimilitude gradually but inexorably took second
place to vocal display An ana was nearly
always in da cayo form the first section being
repeated after a contrasting middle one
Sixteenth- and Seventeenth century Church Music
Of course the invention of a new dramatic style
affected church music too The concentration on
the vertical aspect of music (homophony) as
opposed to the horizontal (polyphony) led to the
increasing importance of the voice in religious
music In Italy it is true there was tie late
flowering great madrigalist Carlo Gesualdo (1660-
1614) whose harmonic daring still astonishes us
today but by 1600 the cantata was coming to
replace older forms in church music In its
simplest form this was a story told in accompanied
recitative Giacomo Carisstmi (c 1604-74) was
one of the first significant composers of this new
form He too was in on the birth of the oratorio
Whose forerunner was the sacra rapDresentewme
(mystery or mirade play) of early 16th cent
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riorence Then in the mid Ibth cent St Philip
Nen brought in elements from popular plays on
sacred subjects in his services in Kome designed
to hold the attention of youth—rather as certain
parsons have toed with pop services today
Emiho di Cavahen (c 1550-1662) and Carlssirm
developed the form adding anas and choral move
ments omitting actual representation Alessan
dro Scarlatti (1600-1725) whose oratorios bear a
close resemblance to his opeias brought oratorio
to its zenith m Italy
Hemrich Schutz (1585-1072) Bachs great
predecessor was the founder of German church
music His historical place has never been called
into question but only hi recent times have the
intrinsic ments of his own music come to be re
cognised He studied with Giovanni Gabried in
his youth and later came under the influence of
Monteverdi so it was not surprising that he
brought Italian ideas across the Alps to Germany
and wrote the first German ope-a Dayhne now
sadly lo«t He also introduced his country to the
Italian declamatory style and to the new kind of
concertato instrumental wntmg But his drama-
tic religious works were his greatest contribution
to musical development He wrote with a devout
intensity bringing to hfe the scriptural texts by
closely allying hts urgent music to the words His
three sett-ngs of the Passions—Matthew Luke
and John—paved the way for Bach s even more
remarkable works in this genre Two contem
poranes of Schiitz Johann Hermann Schem (1586-
16SO) and Samuel Scheldt (1587-16o4) were both
important figures m German Reformation nrusic
Liilly Purcell and Seventeenth-century Opera.
Erance resisted the tide of Itilian opera al
though paradoxically it was an Italian Jean
Baptifite lully (c 1632-87) who charted the
different course of French opera which was from
the beginning associated with the court ballet
His musical monopoly during the reign of Louis
XIV -was put to good use In his thirteen operas
the libretto usually on classical allegoncal
themes plays a vital part in the composition
which is therefore less clearly divided between
recitative and aria than m Italian opera The
orchestration and the ballets assume greater
importance than hi the traditional Italian form
It was in short a more realistic less stylised art
In England opera developed out of the enter
tamment known as the Masque a succession of
dances accompanied by voices and instruments
and often incorporated in a drama or spectacle
Henry Lawess (1596-1662) setting of Milton, s
Comws is probably the most famous of these en
tertainments The Venus and Adonis of John
Blow (1649-1708) can be called the first English
opera because here the music is gradually gaining
the ascendancy over the spoken word However
it was Purcell (1658-95) Blow's pupil with Ltdo
and Aeneas who really gave dramatic life to the
new medium by giving his characters a true
musical personality that was subtler than any
thing the mere spoken word could achieve The
grief laden lament of the dying Dido When I
arn laid in earth has an expressive power
achieved by extraordinarily bold harmonic efiects
never before and seldom since achieved. The opera
was in fact written for a young ladies boarding
school Purcell followed itwithseveral outstand
mg semi operas—such as The Fairy Queen (to
Dryden s text) His untimely death at the age of
36 probably robbed us of several full length
operas—and perhaps a consequence of this -was
that English music after him did not develop
as it should have done
His veree anthems and much of his instrumental
music especially the Fantasias are also neb. in
imaginative mastery through his original use of
harmony and counterpoint However a great
deal of his pieces were -written for a specific
occasion and many of the odes are set to imposs
ibly trite texts At least his genius was partly
acknowledged in his own day and he "was ap
pointed organist in Westminster Abbey where he
was buried with due pomp He is said to have
died through catching cold when, locked out of his
own house at night

